ART FACTORY
ARTIST IN RESIDENCY
SINCE 2006
2006 - KIDNAP THE ARTIST

How we start:

- From Jakarta Performance Art Fest.
- Stay in Neighbors House
- No funding
  Just add one plate of meals / house
- Black Market School

JATIANGI RESIDENCY FESTIVAL

Residency in 3 village:
Jatiwangi, Jatisura, Surawangi


Residency as a festival methods

Guest-host relationship

Black Market School

Regular residency program starting...
OBROG SOUND SYSTEM

2007

THE MUSIC RESIDENCY

MAKE A FOLK SONG TOGETHER

INVITE A FAMOUS FOLK MUSICIAN IN INDONESIA:
- SAWUNG JABO
- MUKTI MUKTI
- ARY JULIYANT
- FERRY CURTIS

*TRADITIONAL MUSICAL ORCHESTRA

TRY TO FORM CERAMIC MUSIC INSTRUMENT

FIRST RESEARCH OF CLAY CULTURE AND MUSIC AS IDENTITY

BECOME "LAIR" THE BAND'S DISCOURSE

MIDDLE NIGHT MOVING MUSIC FESTIVAL
2009

- Start a residency
- Village video festival
- Produce the knowledge through video, film and new media

Sunday Screen Video Collective

ANNUAL FESTIVAL

Reading the behaviour change in the constellation of Jatiwangi, massive development

A strategy to communicate policy in creative ways

Become a TV station in 2011

Record and mapping region every year

2009 Village Video Festival

VILLAGE VIDEO FESTIVAL

RECORD AND MAPPING REGION EVERY YEAR

2009

SUNDAY SCREEN VIDEO COLLECTIVE

ANNUAL FESTIVAL

READING THE BEHAVIOUR CHANGE IN THE CONSTELLATION OF JATIWANGI, MASSIVE DEVELOPMENT

A STRATEGY TO COMMUNICATE POLICY IN CREATIVE WAYS

BECOME A TV STATION IN 2011

RECORD AND MAPPING REGION EVERY YEAR
2017
Real-Labs University

Try to think

Formal Education

Instead of

Alternative Education

Self-Contained Modules

Art in Action

FoA-Flux - Zurich University of Art

Terracotta Universe-City

Cultural Landscape
KOTA TERRA KOTA

2019

INDONESIA CONTEMPORARY CERAMICS BIENNALE

ZER0 POINT TERRACOTTA CITY

CLAY AS MATERIAL, LAND, IDEA & TERRITORY

GOVERNOR, MAYOR = ARTIST

MAJALENGKA TERRACOTTA PARK

REMODELLING THE CITY BASED ON PEOPLE’S DESIRE

CULTIVATE CLAY WITH MORE DIGNITY & RESPECT THE ENVIRONMENTAL NORM

BEGINNING OF A NEW CLAY CULTURE FOR JATIWANGI

1905 – 2005

100 YEARS OF CLAY CIVILIZATION

TERRACOTTA = REGIONAL IDENTITY

CITY THAT FEELS LIKE MOTHER

INFLUENCE THE POLICY

100 YEARS OF CLAY CIVILIZATION

TOURIST INFORMATION CENTER

GEMPAH RAMBUT TUNGGANG KAMABA
KAWANG KAMBAH TERRACOTTA
KETAPANG

REDEEMER CLAY
GOVERNOR CULTURAL EVENT

GEOGRAPHY

INFLUENCE THE POLICY
ECO-ON-MY

2023

JATIWANGI RESIDENCY FESTIVAL

SUPPORTIVE ECONOMY ON ECOLOGY

JAPAN
KOREA
NETHERLANDS
GERMANY
AUSTRALIA

RESIDENCY IN UMKM (SMALL BUSINESS ENTERPRISES)

FREEING THE LAND

EXPERIMENTING TERRACOTTA CURRENCY

HACKING CAPITALISM

A YEARLONG RESIDENCY PROGRAM

HAPPY ENDING ECONOMY

FREEING THE LAND

EXPERIMENTING TERRACOTTA CURRENCY

HACKING CAPITALISM

A YEARLONG RESIDENCY PROGRAM

HAPPY ENDING ECONOMY